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Evergreen Content
Content that is not time-sensitive,
is continually relevant and stays
“fresh” as it ages because it is
created from the unchanging core
values of your brand's heart, soul,
and community. 

Content Library
"Content Library" means a digital
library of video and digital assets

owned and operated by your Company,
with a curated collection of digital

assets that can be used as a resource,
tool, and value-added offer perpetually.

Own Your Content Library

year-round content, yours, forver.

Annual investment in video will build a library of high quality, evergreen
content that you can share with your audience forever. 

NEXT BIG PLAY

daily, weekly, monthly,yearly
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Lengths vary

CUSTOMER
TESTIMONIALS

Testimonials are gold and they live forever.

They highlight the best of what your

business is about. It's not bragging if it is

truth from a customer,

under 90 seconds.

SALES & 
PROMOTIONS

Traditionally these videos are the offerings of

your business and range in lifespan. A

promotion may only last a weekend or you

might have the same sale every year. 

 under 3 minutes.
A company intro usually lives on the front

page of your site for a year or more. This video

reinforces your company values and highlights

the unique aspects of your company. 

COMPANY
INTROS

This is a quick video that explains how to use

your product or service. This is a video that will

live until your product or service changes. 

 under 2 minutes.

PRODUCT/ SERVICE
OVERVIEWS

5 VIDEOS TYPES EVERY COMPANY NEEDS.

Aesthetic Video
Aesthetic videos focuse on image, energy, and
brand feel of your company. Although there are
no interviews or sound bites in aesthetic video,
we find the right music to share the experience
of your company's visual identity. Company
intros, some company sales & promotions and
social assets are often Aesthetic videos. 

Informational Video
Informational video involves capturing the

voice of your company through interviews and
sound bites. This type of video allows for you to

share a deeper look into your company story
and brand. Company Overviews, Testimonials,

some Sales & Promotions and Knowledge &
Mastery videos are informational videos

E N G A G E .  E N T E R T A I N .  E D U C A T E

Show off what you know and teach others

how to do what you do. These can be a single

lesson or a series of lessons or internal training.

upto 20 minutes. 

KNOWLEDGE & 
MASTERY

Remember, social is not a type of video it's a

place to show your videos. We create assets

for social delivery from the footage collected

for you. Nothing goes to waste.

15 Seconds+

SOCIAL 
CONTENT

Video ads generated over triple the leads when compared to static images and generated
38% more impressions. - BITEABLE

Your brand is not a stagnant strategy on a piece of paper — you must bring it to life. Video lends
electroshock therapy to flatlining marketing strategies and generates pulse. Your brand evolves

continually, and telling that story is important to keep your audience connected and bring in new
viewers — which could eventually become loyal customers. - FORBES
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Yearly ContentQuarterly Content
1  aesthetic video

1 informational video

90 social video assets

4 aesthetic videos

4 informational videos

360 social video assets

Yearly ContentQuarterly Content

Industry Leader Play
We either work directly with your marketing team or we can
create a delivery strategy, but our production team comes into
your company twice a quarter to collect footage, including
interviews for your library. You will have a dynamic company
intro for your website, three additional aesthetic videos, four
informational videos (testimonials, product overviews, sales &
promotions and knowledge and mastery), one walk-in video and
360 social assets. (30 social assets delivered per month)

Community Voice Play
The community voice is for growing businesses who wish to
increase their reach with the local community and beyond. Once
we know your brand direction our team will come in once a
quarter to collect your footage and add it to your library. You
will have a company intro for your website, one additional
aesthetic video, two informational videos (testimonials and/or
product overviews), one walk-in video and 240 social assets. (20
social assets delivered per month)

Foundational Development Play
The foundational play will bring your business into the now. Once
we know your brand direction our efficient video production team
will come in twice a year to collect your video footage and add it to
your library. You will have a company intro for your website, an
additional aesthetic video. a walk-in video and 180 social assets.
(15 social assets delivered per month).

Hit Play

1  aesethetic video /or/
1 informational video

60 social video assets

2 aesthetic videos

2 informational videos

240 social video assets

1 aesethetic video

90 social video assets

2 aesthetic videos

180 social video assets

Yearly ContentBiannual Content

 *These are promotional prices and subject to change at any time. 


